HIGH DENSITY, LOW PROFILE, RACK MOUNT FIBER CABINET FOR PATCHING

OR-625MMC-24PL1RB | Ortronics

FEATURES & BENEFITS

This pre-loaded cabinet secures, protects, and organizes up to 12 multimode optical terminations. The cabinet also provides interconnect or cross connect facilities between horizontal and backbone inside plant (ISP) or outside plant (OSP) cables. Unit supplied pre-loaded with 12 beige LC adapters containing phosphor-bronze alignment sleeves, suitable for multimode applications. Face recessed, fiber capacity: 24

- Pre-loaded with fiber optic adapters
- Slide-out fiber management drawers
- Includes bend limiters at patch cord exits
- Universal mounting brackets suitable for 19" and 23" installation
- Internal bend limiting clips provided
- 1.5" deep front shelf
- Top panel removable
- Rear door opens with quarter-turn fasteners
- 1.75" openings in the top and bottom
- Smoked, shatterproof plexi door with lock

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO
Number Of Ports: 12
Typical Applications: Multimode
Installation Destination: Rack Mount
Product Series: 625 Series

ASSEMBLY/INSTALLATION INFORMATION
Mounting Hardware Included: Yes

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

RoHS

- Yes

DIMENSIONS
Depth (Metric): 343 mm
Height (Metric): 44 mm
Height (US): 1.75"
Width (Metric): 483 mm
Rack Units: 1

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Fiber Capacity: 24
Rack (mm): 44
Rack (Inches): 1.75
Capacity: High density
Equipment Type: Fiber Cabinets

BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE
Country Of Origin: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Buy American Act Status: Buy American Act Compliant
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